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Executive Summary
The applications for event service were developed during the first year of the Event
management project. The Event Management prototype includes the mobile event application
developed by Conmio and Metropolia, HbbTV event application developed by Digita,
semantic event database developed by Profium and the profile service and personalised event
recommendations developed by VTT. The event information in the user test was based on the
Evenemax event service data provided by KSF Media. The event applications supported
searching and browsing event information based on search filters such as time period, event
categories, location and user’s interests. Users were able to indicate their attendance to an
event and they were able to see which events their friends were going to attend. Facebook was
used to get information about the users’ social networks and interests.
The user tests were carried out to get feedback from the users to guide the future
development. The users tested the mobile application for 4 weeks, gave feedback via Owela
and by attending focus groups. They also tested the HbbTV application in laboratory
environment.
Main findings:
Extensive database of events is essential and users expect to find most of the available
events from the service. The content should be up-to-date.
Event applications developed for different platforms support different user needs when
searching events and other event related information in different use contexts. The
mobile application should support easy and quick ways of searching events based on
user’s location, interests and easy-to-use search filters. HbbTV application was seen as
relaxing way of browsing events at home and here the professional videos relating to
events were seen desirable. The users would also like to have a PC application which
would support multiple features and versatile opportunities for searching events.
The information of one’s friends’ activities was found important. Features that support
communicating with friends around events would be appreciated.
The profile service should support mobile access to maintain the user’s profile and the
usage of portable profiles should be well integrated into the application. Updating and
maintaining the profile should be easy to do and the profile should be automatically
updated by utilising information about previously attended events and what kind of
events or event categories the user has mostly browsed.
Ticketing and route instructions are important features to be included in the event
applications.
Users would accept the advertisements when the user has indicated that he or she will
attend an event and advertisements are closely related to the event. Event related
promotional stuff was seen relevant also after the user has attended the event. Alerts of
interesting events were welcomed. Users would like to be in control whether they will
get advertisements and what kind of advertisements they will get.
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Introduction
Next media project Event Management started in the beginning of 2010. In the
second year, one of the tasks was to carry out user tests for the applications that
had been developed during the first year. This document reports these user tests.
The aim of the user tests was to get feedback from user experience and ideas for
further development.

2

Research methods

2.1

The Event Management prototype

Figure 1. The architecture of the Event Management prototype

The architecture of the Event management prototype can be seen in the Figure 1.
The prototype includes Mobile (http://46.51.191.14/mobileui/auth/login) and
HbbTV (Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV) event applications that utilise same
event database, a Facebook application and a profile service. The integration of
the different functionalities provided by different project partners was made using
web services. In the mobile and TV event applications users are able to search and
browse event information, to indicate that they are planning to attend some event
and to see which events their friends were going to attend. Users are also able to
get event recommendations based on their location and interests. The screenshot
of the mobile service can be seen in the Figure 2 and the screenshot of the HbbTV
application in the Figure 3 . More screenshots about the features of the mobile
application can be seen in the chapter 3.3 which includes the results and feedback
of the application.
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The implementation of the mobile application is based on HTML5. The available
mobile phones that support the features of HTML5 are limited at the moment. In
the user tests the mobile application was tested and optimized for Apple iPhones.
Hybrid TV event application is based on open Internet standards and it utilises a
combination of a TV and set-top box. Philips HbbTV was used as a device.

Figure 2. The main page of the mobile event application.

Figure 3 The screenshot of the HbbTV event application.
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The applications utilize semantic event database, which supports importing event
information from different kinds of event databases. The event information in the
user test was based on the Evenemax event service data of KSF Media
(http://www.evenemax.fi/). In the beginning of the user test, the event database
included information about 1000 events. The event data was updated during the
test and there were about 1500 events in the database at the end of the test. Most
events were in the Helsinki metropolitan area.
The personalization was based on the portable user profile, which is built with the
aim that users are able to create and maintain their profile information in one
place and use it in multiple services. In the user test, users created their interest
profile in PC (see Figure 4) and used it in the mobile application. The profile
service can be found at http://profile.vtt.fi/nextmedia/?lang=en.

Figure 4. Creating a profile in the profile service. More information about the
profile service can be found at http://profile.vtt.fi/about.html.

A Google account was used as the OpenID for user authentication and for
connecting the event server data and the user profiles with mobile application.
In the TV laboratory user test, a demo user account was used for testing the
features of personalization on the TV application. The reason was that the
authentication in TV application with remote controller is cumbersome. We did
not want to confuse users with the difficulties of authentication. Instead we
wanted them to concentrate on the functionality of the application itself. In a
commercial application, an easy authentication method needs to be provided.
Facebook was used for two different purposes. First, it was used in the event
server for getting information of the user’s social network, and this way we got
the information about events which the user’s friends will attend. Users were
WP 3, EVENT MANAGEMENT, D3.1.3.1 USER STUDY
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asked to link their Facebook account to the event application as well as to their
Google account (See Figure 5) in the beginning of the user test. The functionality
can be seen at http://46.51.191.35/fb/.

Figure 5. Linking Facebook account to the event server and with a user’s OpenID.

Second, the profile service supports linking a user’s Facebook account and
OpenIDs with the profile (See Figure 6). This information from Facebook was
used for creating each user’s interest profile.

Figure 6. Linking the profile information with Facebook and OpenID accounts.

2.2

Test users and devices
The initial idea was to recruit 8-10 users, who have such a mobile that is suitable
for using the application. At the time of the test, iPhone was the only mobile
device where the application would work, which set high demand on test user
recruitment. Different channels were used for recruiting, and finally students were
found with willingness to take part in the test. The test users were required to do
the following tasks:
1. take part in two focus group interviews
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2. use the mobile applications for about 4 weeks and give feed-back at least
three times per week
3. take part in one laboratory user test
While the students didn’t own iPhones, the project needed to give them the
handsets with the subscriber connection. This limited the number of test users to
the number of available iPhones in the process which was four.
The test users were asked to recommend to each other events they were attending
during the user tests. This recommendation feature utilised Facebook friendship
connections, in other words, the test users were expected to be friends in
Facebook.
With all these limitations, four students of Aalto university/TKK in their final
phase of their studies were recruited to test the application. Four iPhones, one of
which was model 4 and three model 3GS, were given to the test users with Sonera
subscriber connection with no limitation to or cost of internet usage to the test
users.

2.3

Owela method
Owela (Open Web Lab, http://owela.vtt.fi) is an online tool for co-design with
users. It is based on blog-like writing and commenting. Every user has his or her
profile page and earns activity points based on activity in Owela. The workspaces
can be tailored for each project based on the exact needs of the project. Owela
features include polls, rating, voting, online questionnaire, and blind comments.
The normal use cases are open ideation with different stakeholders, evaluation of
service concepts and feedback during a user test period.
In this Event Management user testing, Owela was used as a feedback and idea
platform during the test period. All test users, developers and researchers had
access to the online workspace ("Events") and logged in with their own username.
The Events workspace consisted of three parts: use experiences, discussion and
ideas. The frontpage of the workspace can be seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Event Management workspace in Owela.

Users were asked to write use experience reports every time they tested the Event
Management service. The report template guided users to report the goal,
situation, result, problems and wishes related to that use situation. The general
discussion was used mainly for more informal communication between the
developers, users and researchers. In the idea page, users added suggestions to
further development of the Event service.
All users saw what others had written and could comment as well as rate both the
posts and comments with thumbs up and down. An example of a user idea with
comments from other users can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Example of a user submitted idea with comments.

2.4

Focus groups
The users were interviewed by using the semi-structured focus group method. The
representatives of project partners attended the interview, but they were told to
hold their peace.
The first focus group marked the beginning of the user tests. The topics in the first
focus group were:
tests users’ habits at leisure time
test users’ habits related to events
test users’ habits in using mobile
The application was presented to the test users and all the configurations needed
between application, mobile, profiles and Facebook were done with them. Also
the feedback channel Owela was introduced to them.
The second focus group was for giving face-to-face feed-back after the test period
of 4 weeks. The topics in the second focus groups were:
How had the users found the application?
Comments on the content of the information
Comments on the mobility aspect
How the users make up their mind to attend an event
Comments on profiles
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Comments on different kind of business models
In addition to these topics, all other comments relating to the application
development were collected.

2.5

Laboratory test
After the test period of the mobile application, the HbbTV –application was tested
by the same test users at Digita premises. The users were given a remote control
and they were asked to use the application. During the test they were asked
questions like how did they find the TV application overall and the idea of using
the application via TV. They were also asked to compare the mobile version with
the TV version.

2.6

Methods for analysis
Both the focus group discussions and the laboratory test were taped and
transcribed. Transcriptions and all the Owela-discussions were analysed by using
the Atlas.ti software, which is for the qualitative analysis of large bodies of textual
data. With the help of the software it is possible to explore the complex
phenomena hidden in textual data.

3

Results
The size of the user group was small and the research methods were based on
qualitative study. Hence all the comments should be regarded as weak signals and
considered as single findings.

3.1

Test period statistics
All test users tested the service several times during the four weeks period. Usage
log data was collected. Table 1 shows the number of times the application was
used by each test user and the number of clicks in the mobile service.

Table 2 shows the number of requests for different features.
Table 1. Statistics of testing the service.
User

Times of using

Log events (clicks)

U1

5

67

U2

11

199

U3

19

669

U4

32

570
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Table 2. Statistics of using the different features.

Feature

Times

Search page

224

Search results

524

Event information

125

Registration to an event

26

Event participants

11

Own events

56

Friends' events

50

During the four weeks' test period (8.3.-4.4.2011), Owela was used constantly for
reporting user experiences and sharing ideas. There were altogether 304 page
views, which make approximately 11 page views per day. The use was more
active on week days than on weekends, as can be seen in the Figure 9. The
average duration of a visit in Owela was 1 minute 45 seconds.

Figure 9. Owela page views during the four weeks' test period. VTT researchers'
page views have been filtered out from the data that includes thus only users' and
developers' visits.

Owela discussion was divided into three categories: use experiences and
feedback, new ideas, and general discussion about the user test. The content in the
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sections of use experiences and ideas was partly similar, but the use experiences
section also contained reports of bugs in the service and problems without
solution ideas, whereas ideas were mostly wishes for new features. Some ideas
were also written in the general discussion page. Figure 10 shows the number of
different types of comments based on their content (independent of the actual
page, where the information was posted).
60
50
40
Developers
30

Researchers
Test users

20
10
0
Use experiences

Ideas

General discussion

Figure 10. The number of different type of comments posted by developers,
researchers and test users.

Test users were the most active participants with 84 posts and comments. Three
researchers wrote 22 comments and three developers 9 comments. Two
researchers and two developers followed the discussion without writing anything.
The number of comments posted by each user is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. The number of comments per user (U=test user, R=researcher,
D=developer).
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Test users’ habits
The test users reported that they spend their leisure time with their friends. They
attend free student events or parties their friends organize. The commercial events
they attend are movies, fairs, concerts and festivals. If they go to movies, they just
ask friends to join – the movie is more important than how many of their friends
are coming along. If they go to a concert, festival or fair, the event itself is in
minor role compared to their friends’ attendance. Concerts, festivals and fairs are
events that the users only want to attend in company.
The main information channels for events are Facebook and email. Test users
talked about Helsingin Sanomat Menopalsta and Omakaupunki – pages. Also the
event organizers’ web-sites, City-lehti and the Lippupalvelu web-site were
mentioned as important information channels.
It depends naturally on the event, how much in advance the attendee makes the
decision of attending. A month seemed to be a very long time for the test users.
But during the discussions, it was found out that, for example, they will make up
their plans one year in advance in the case of football world champion ships, due
to the fact that you won’t get tickets otherwise. They will make up their minds
about attending a summer festival during the spring or summer.
In addition to phone calls and sms, the test users use their mobile for emails, map
services, browsing news sites and Facebook. There were also comments on the
importance of calendar.

3.3

The Mobile Event Service

3.3.1

General feedback
In the general level, there were two major challenges in the mobile application in
its current state. First of all, there was not enough interesting content in the
application. Second, the speed of the application was annoyingly slow. So the
usability of the application in its present state was not good.
Other general comments relating to usability were:
Sometimes the toolbar at the bottom of the page moved along with the
display.
Events-title bar could be thinner. It takes too much space on the small
screen without giving additional information.
The events were colour coded, but it was not clear to users what the
meaning of the different colours was.
The users wished to have “My settings” – opportunity to customize the
user interface based on user’s own preferences such as colours, font size
and time scale that is used as search filter.
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User authentication
Users’ Google account was used for logging into the mobile application (see
Figure 12). There were problems with the Google login in the beginning of the
user test. Some users were not able to log in into the mobile service with their
Google accounts, but these problems were solved.
The first time, when a user logs in, the user needs to give his or her email and
password information for the Google authentication. This authentication is
remembered as long as a user does not log out from his Google account. At
following times, when the user comes to the service, he or she presses the Google
login and can access the mobile event application without needing to fill in again
his or her username and password. Despite of this, the need to access the login
page every time when using the application was seen as burden. One of the users
hoped to have device based automatic authentication which allows access to the
service immediately without needing to go to the login page first.

Figure 12. The user authentication with Google account.

3.3.3

Attending events and own events
Users were able to indicate whether they are going to attend an event or not. The
events which a user has indicated that he will or might attend are shown on the
“Own events page” (See Figure 13).
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Figure 13. The left side: the page for viewing event details and indicating whether
the user plans to attend the event. The right side: the page of “own events”.

When the user indicates that he or she is planning to attend an event, the colour in
the attendance button changes but this change was not clear enough and users
were confused with this functionality. The colour codes of the figures relating to
“yes”, “maybe” and “no” were changed during the test and this made the
functionality clearer to users. The option “no” indicating that a user will not attend
the event remained unclear to the users. They questioned why they need to
separately indicate that they will not attend an event. The functionality enables
the user to cancel his attendance to an event to which he or she has accepted
earlier, but this purpose was not clear to the users.
The test users’ wish list of new features relating to own events:
Opportunity to mark attendance to an event as private so that it would be
visible only to oneself and not to one’s friends.
Getting reminders such as SMS messages, pop-ups or email about your
events.
Information about the tickets and other related subjects after the user has
indicated that he will attend the event.
Some users wanted to make this “Own events” page as the starting page,
so that they can quickly see the event information of their interests.
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Friends’ events
The feature of seeing in which events your friends are attending (see Figure 14)
was highly appreciated:
”Tuo “kaverit”-näkymä on todella hyvä!”
”Testailin myös tuota kaverit toimintoa ja mielestäni se on myös tosi hyvä. Kuhan
vaan vielä näkisi ketkä kaverit ovat osallistumassa, niin sitten se olisi mainio.”
The feature would have a positive effect on the user’s own interest in attending
events.

Figure 14. Friend’s events.

The test users’ wish list of new features relating to friend’s events:
Users wanted to be able to see which of one’s friends will attend the event
(not only the number of friends).
Opportunity to restrict the visibility of attendance information only to
selected friends was seen useful feature.
Opportunity to communicate with friends about when to participate, where
to meet etc.
Opportunity to invite friends to attend an event. This information can be
visible on the first page, so that the friend will easily see who has invited
him to which event and who else is attending the event.
The test users would be interested in recommending events to each other
and linking videos from YouTube to the recommendation.
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Opportunity to create different groups of friends and link them into the
application. The group would have same interest areas and event
organizers could inform them about events in their interest area.
Opportunity to discuss about events within the group.
3.3.5

Searching events
The mobile application supported different type of search functionalities and
users’ feedback relating to these search features is reported in these chapters.
General users’ feedback and comments relating to search functionalities:
The users wanted to have free text search functionality.
"Show search filters” – link should be more visible
Opportunity to easily change search filters on the front page: one button
for all events and one button for filtering events based on your own
interest.

3.3.5.1

Time based search
Users were able to browse events based on time restrictions such as ”Today”,
”Week” and ”30 days” on the front page. Beside this functionality, users had more
detailed and complex needs for time based searching. Users wanted to be able to
divide week view into days. One example of the special search requirements was
that the user wanted quickly to search events on Tuesday one month from now.
Also the opportunity to search events further into the future than 30 days was seen
useful.

3.3.5.2

Event categories
The available event categories of the mobile application can be seen in Figure 15.
The application used the top event categories of Evenemax as such.
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Figure 15. Searching events with event categories.

The selection of the event categories should be checked since the categories like
“yhdistykset” (associations), “tiedotteet” (announcements) and “tapahtumat”
(events) confused the users. The users also wanted to be able to limit searching
into sub-categories; for example, the category “Music” is too general. The
information of the sub-categories is available in the event database, but the user
interface did not support using them in this first prototype.
Other problems relating to the using categories in searching were that the
selection of the categories was quite slow and the size of the check box was too
little. Additional functionality to select/deselect all the categories was added
during the test period, and this improved usability to some extent.
3.3.5.3

Location information
The users were able to use their current location in filtering events. The distance
from current location could be modified from 1 to 50 km for getting information
about events within this range (See Figure 16).
The location information was regarded as a useful feature in the mobile
application. The users expected to get information about events in the whole of
Finland and not just in the Helsinki metropolitan area. One user was disappointed
in the service when he could not find events in Lohja.
Users’ feedback relating to the usability of the location filters:
The permission to use location information was asked from users several
times during one use session of the application.
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It was not clear to users that the distance filter did not function if the
selection “use my location” was not selected.

3.3.5.4

Personalised event recommendations
In the user test, the profile was created on PC and it was used in the mobile
application. More information about the profile service and the created user
profiles can be found in Chapter 3.7.

Figure 16. Location and the user’s interests as search filters.

Users were not able to view or modify their profile directly using the mobile
application. When using the mobile application some users were confused which
information was used when the search filter “Search based on your own interests”
was selected. The users wanted to be able to view and update their profile also
via the mobile application. The users also wished that the application would learn
from their interests based on which events they have attended and what kind of
events or event categories the user has mostly browsed. A user wanted to get
alerts based on his history of attended events, for example, to be alerted of the
coming motorbike event that he attended the year before.
User profiles should be integrated better into the mobile application:
“Kyl mä voisin käyttää noita omia kiinnostuksia jos se ois tosiaan integroitu
tohon, et se on vähän silleen, et mennä sinne nettiin erikseen sitä laittaan, niin
työläs. Ja sitte jos siel on tarpeeks niitä tapahtumia, että nyt me oltiin ehkä vähän
liian spesifisiä niissä omissa valinnoissa, että eihän se löytäny.”
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The users wanted also easier access to the personalized event recommendations so
that they can be seen directly on the front page.
Personalized recommendations included also irrelevant event recommendations.
With the current implementation, the users did not regard the effort for creating
and updating the profile so useful and they were sceptical whether they would
update their profile information. A user commented that he would like to see only
such recommendations that fit very well to his interests. According to him, it is
better to show nothing than recommendations that are only loosely related to his
interests. When the number of events is limited, they can also be found using
other search filters.
”Vaikka sovellus olisi valmis ja toimiva, en usko että silti jaksaisin käydä jollain
nettisivuilla päivittelemässä mieltymyksiäni, koska saadut tulokset ovat niin
laajat. Kyllä varmaan suurin piirtein tiedän millaista tapahtumaa sillä hetkellä
haen, tai sitten voisin vain valita hakuehdoista kategoriat mitkä voisivat
kiinnostaa.”
When studying the accuracy of recommendations further the following remarks
were made by developers:
Location information that was given in the profile service should be better
integrated into the location search functionality of the event database.
The event categories and semantic information related to them should be
better utilized in the event recommendation methods.
Recommendations are not so useful when there is only a limited number of
events in the event database.
Event descriptions should include more semantic metadata, because it
would improve the accuracy of recommendations.
3.3.5.5

Reoccurring events
The event database also contains information about places like museums and
libraries with information about the location and opening times but without any
information about the specific exhibitions. These events were called as
“reoccurring events” and users were able to hide or view them with the
reoccurring events filter.
This functionality was not clear to users and they were confused when they got
information about events relating to this kind of places. The expectation was to
get information about “real” events. Attention needs to be paid at how this kind of
information relating to museums and other places worth a visit should be visible
in the user interface.
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Showing search results
There were some problems in how different search filters functioned combined.
Sometimes searches worked but sometimes not. Occasionally users needed to log
out and log in again to get searches to work again.
In the current implementation, the search results showed only 20 events on the
page and the users were not able to see events beyond this. The users wished that
the search result would show how many events were found and that the results
could be browsed page by page. The limited number of events on the search
results page is one reason for that the users did not find relevant events. This does
not eliminate the fact that the event database should be more comprehensive.

3.4

HbbTV Event service
The user interface of the TV application was seen pleasant to use and the big
screen was appreciated. The TV event service was seen as a relaxing way of
searching events at home.
”Kyl tää itse asias aika kätevä, ihan näppärän näkönen ja, tost ois itse asias aika
kätevää ettiä aina, vaikka viikonlopputoimia.”
The TV event service supported browsing events based on event categories, but
only five different categories were available. The users found this too limiting and
they wanted to be able to target searching into sub-categories. There was a bug
relating to viewing events from several categories at the same time. Some bug
fixing is needed also for zooming a map. Browsing events was experienced to be
a bit slow because it was possible to see only five events at the same time.
The videos of the event were welcomed in the TV application. Last year’s MotoGP competition and WC of athletic were mentioned as examples of events in
connection to which users would like to see videos from previous years. The
videos should be professionally made; content from other users didn’t interest the
users.

3.5

Tickets and advertising
It is very relevant to get information about the tickets from the event service:
”Mielestäni olisi tärkeää, että tapahtumiin, joihin tarvitsee ostaa lippu tai varata
huomattavasti ennakkoon liput olisi tapahtuman lisätiedoissa, jotain infoa mistä
liput voi hommata. Esim siinä olisi vaikka linkki, “osta liput” joka johtaisi
lippupalvelun sivulle josta kyseiseen eventtiin voisi ostaa liput.”
The user’s opinion was that a link to a ticketing service in the mobile application
would be enough and the mobile application does not necessarily need to
implement their own mechanism. The TV-application should include ticketing
that has been made easy to access from TV, links were assumed to be too
complicated to use with TV, which lacks a keyboard.
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The ticketing feature should include the tickets of the event, but also other
information like accommodation and travelling options and tickets for travelling
were welcomed into the application. However, in connection to the mobile
application users made comments that the travelling tickets would be not bought
via the mobile, because the users want to compare prices and schedules before
buying the travelling tickets.
It was suggested that the application could have a push-button “additional
information of the event”. All the providers could inform of their services behind
the button. The additional information could include a route plan to the venue,
parking places nearby, bus schedules, and promotional stuff, like CDs, posters and
T-shirts. Event related promotional stuff was seen relevant also after a user has
attended the event:
"menneet tapahtumasi" osio, josta voisi käydä ostamassa mieluista oheistarviketta
menneestä tapahtumasta. Myös joku "tarjoukset" osio voisi olla kiva mistä näkisi
onko jotain lippuja alennuksessa tai esim jonkun bändin tpaitoja alessa.”
Some users’ attitudes towards advertising were a bit sceptical. Their attitudes
were more positive towards advertising when getting information about the tickets
and other related subjects after they had indicated that they will attend the event.
”Mielestäni mainokset ovat lähes aina "pakollinen paha". Mutta tällaisessa
sovelluksessa haalitaan jo muutenkin asiakkaita joten näen mainokset turhina.
Mutta mainoksillahan rahoitetaan kehitystä joten asiaan kuuluvat mainokset
voidaan hyväksyä, kuten tpaita mainokset konserttien yhteydessä tai
kiikarimainokset teatteriin mentäessä”
Also the users’ idea about creating groups which share same interest areas and
getting information from event organizers about events of their interest area
relates to advertisement. For example, if you are interested in movies, every time
a new movie of the genre you’re interested in is released, the movie theatre could
inform the user. The users were also interested in receiving messages informing of
the day when the tickets for the concert of some famous artist will become for
sale. The users wanted also to get alerts from the events which they have attended
previously. The users want to be able to control what kind of alerts they will
receive.

3.6

Event database
Extensive database is essential and users expect to find most of the available
events from the service:
”Nii, siel on vaan jotain, Espoo ja Porvoohan on tommosia. No mut kumminkii
nii, et jos olis semmonen, et se sisältö ois hyvää, ni kyl mä uskon, et siihen tottuis
ja sitä sit rupeis käyttämään. Mut se vaatii sen, et siin ois se sisältö sitte hyvä. Jos
se on vähä ”joskus löytyy, joskus ei”, ni sit sen unohtais. Sen pitäs olla sillee, et
siel oikeesti on ne.”
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Location based functionalities and personalized recommendations are most useful
when there is a lot of data. Users expect to get location based recommendations
where ever they travel in Finland. If there is only very limited amount of event
data, personalised recommendations do not necessarily find any events relating to
a user’s interests. Also when the application has a category like movies, users
expect to find information about the all movies that are ongoing in different movie
theatres.
The event data needs to be accurate and up to date. All events did not have
descriptions or time information, and that irritated the test users throughout the
test. In some cases the event descriptions were missing and some cases they were
too long for the mobile application.
The users hoped that the events from “City-lehti” would be the part of the event
database. “City-lehti” includes also things like bar events which match the
interests of the test users.

3.7

The portable profiles
The user profiles were created on the profile service. The chapter includes
feedback from the creation of the profiles and the attitudes towards the portable
profile. Chapter 3.3.5.4 presents more detailed feedback from personalized
event recommendations in the mobile application.

Figure 17. An example of the automatic suggestions of terms when creating the
profile.

When a user starts to type his interests, the application automatically suggests
terms to the user. The automatic suggestions confused and amused users. For
example, the user was typing ”jääkiekko” (ice hockey) and automatic suggestions
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included terms like ”jääkaapit” (fridges) (see Figure 17). The automatic
suggestions use general Finnish Ontology including common terms of Finnish
language. The user was expecting that all the automatic suggestions would be
related to the user’s interests:
”Millä nämä ehdotukset jotka tulee haetaan? Kuka nyt oikeasti tykkää
jääkaapeista tai moottoriteistä?”
The icons at the end of the suggested term confused users. The icon is the link to
the external database containing extra information relating to the term.
Users are also able to use their own terms for describing their interests if they do
not find a correct term from among the automatic suggestions. The feature should
be developed into a more intuitive one, because the users were not able to realise
this without extra instructions.
The created user profiles can be seen as tag clouds in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Tag clouds of the interest profiles that the test users created for
themselves. The fourth profile also includes information from the user’s Facebook
account that was linked to the profile service.

Users were able to link their Facebook account to their user profile. The
information from Facebook was used to create the user’s interest profile. The
users hesitated to link their Facebook account to the profile service, and only two
ouf of the four test users tried the feature. The fourth profile in Figure 18 includes
also information from the user’s Facebook account that was linked to the profile
service. One of the test users was a really active Facebook user and the automatic
semantic analysis of his profile took some time, the other user’s Facebook profile
did not produce any extra information about his interests.
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When asked about the user’s impression of the profile that was created based on
his Facebook information, he just commented that those are the things that he has
done in Facebook. The user was not ”scared” about what kind of information was
taken out and analysed from his Facebook account to the profile service.
The vision of the portable profiles was described to the test users and their
attitudes towards it were asked. The problem of this discussion was that the users
needed to envision the service instead of being able to test and comment the real
user experience of being able to using the same profile in multiple services.
The test users had many concerns and also some conflicting opinions. They were
sceptical as to whether they would create and maintain the profile information and
whether they would like to make profile based searches in several services. They
were worried about the information overflow and on the other hand they were
concerned that they would miss some content because of the personalization.
When asked what kind of personalized services would be most interesting to
them, personalized TV program recommendations were mentioned. The users
wondered whether one profile would work in multiple applications. They would
like to use only some part of the profile in one service and some other part in
another service.
The laboratory test of the TV application made the users understand better the
idea of the portable profile when they realized that they were able to use the same
profile also in the TV application. It is important that the profile and personalised
recommendations are well integrated into the functionality of the service.
For the further development of portable profiles it would be important to be able
to test the profiles in multiple services together with end users for getting real user
experiences.

3.8

Facebook
Users hesitated to link their Facebook account with the services:
They were concerned that the applications will post messages on their
Facebook wall. They want to be in control of what is published on their
wall.
Facebook is a communication channel for them and users wanted to keep
it simple. They do not usually use Facebook applications.
Some concerns were expressed over the risk that their contact information
will spread and they’ll start to get advertisements.
Test users want to be in control of their Facebook profile and they were
concerned, that Facebook would share their personal or some other
information, if they would link Facebook and the application.
Some test users expressed interest in the opportunity of sharing event information
in Facebook and inviting friends. During the test period one test user commented
that there could be a push-button in the application that sends the information to
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Facebook whenever he allows it. This kind of a link could also be further
developed into the user’s own event in Facebook and his circle of friends could
later agree on details in Facebook.
It should be clear to the user what will be the benefit of linking his Facebook
account to the application and how and what kind of information the application
will use from Facebook. Because users want to control what happens on their
Facebook wall, we recommend that the application asks for permission every time
before posting anything to Facebook.
Because users are hesitant to link Facebook to other applications, other methods
for getting information of user’s social networks should be considered as well.

3.9

Comparing different platforms
The mobile version needs to be very simple and light. The users would like to be
able to personalize the application. Computer would be the main user interface for
the personalizing; for example the profiles would be built using the computer. The
TV application should include videos and other additional information. Mobile
version would be nice for example when commuting, TV was found fancy to use
at home.
There was a lot of discussion about when the users would use the TV application
instead of computer. One of the test users preferred PC because it is faster to use
and it can provide more interactive features and another test user found it pleasant
to get information while watching TV without needing to go to the computer.
When the users tested only the mobile event application they had a long wish list
for new features. When the users discussed about the opportunity to have event
service in many different platforms they concluded that PC would contain more
functionality and the mobile would be used for quick searches.
”Et kyl mä mieluiten ottasin tietokoneelle sellasen tosi monimutkasen, et se vois
toimia ihan webbisaittina. Siellä pystyt linkittää Feissarin siihe, saat ne
kavereiden tapahtumat ja omat tapahtumat, tarkat tiedot ja voit zoomata karttaa
edes takas ja hakee reittioppaast samalla noi menoreitit sinne. Ja sitte
kännykässä taas se vois olla linkitetty siihen mun samaan events-profiiliin, mut
siel ei oo mitää hirveetä sillisalaattia, vaan se on vaan, että ”hae” ja sit se hakee
lähellä mua kiinnostavat tapahtumat”
The idea of having the event service on different platforms supporting different
use cases of searching events was appealing to the test users.
”, mut sillon tää toimis tää koko kokonaisuus, jos ois monta alustaa, mis sit saa
jonku kokonaisuuden vaikka. Sit sul ois se nettisivu missä vois ja sit sul ois myös
se mobiili, ni sillon sitä pystyis käyttää ristiin, mut jokainen tällä hetkel
pelkästään saattais olla vähä semmone, et se ei toimis yksittäisenä. Niin ku
esimerkiks se mobiilisovellus se on, et se pelkästään, ni se ois vähä tihrustamista,
mut se ois helppo jotenki, et se ois pelkistetty se, linkitetty vaik omaa profiilii tai
sit siel ois helpot hakuehdot mobiilisovellukses. Sit taas sul ois PC:llä, mis voisit
käydä jonkun nettisivun kautta kattoo semmosii tekemään niitä ja hakemaa paljo
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tarkemmi. Ja sit ois vaikka tälläne, et jos haluu rentoutuu ja vähä selailla
tapahtumia ja ei jaksa olla tietokoneel, ni ois joku tämmönen perussovellus taas
telkkarin kautta. Et sillon vois nää kaikki kolme, sillon se mun mielestä jopa
vois toimii.”

4

Conclusions and discussion
It is all about the content. If you don’t have interesting content, you don’t have an
interesting application. Users have needs for the application – but without good
content it is impossible to satisfy those needs.
There is a lot of information about events on the internet, but too much to find the
most interesting ones. The users visioned the application as a service, in which the
content is edited and personalized for their needs.
The application should work fast and the content should be up-to-date. The
information of one’s friends’ activities was found important. Features that support
communicating with friends around events would be appreciated.
The users wanted to be able to use the service in different platforms, since they
support different kind of needs for searching events and other information relating
to events. The PC application should support versatile searching and interaction
opportunities. TV application was seen as relaxing way of browsing events at
home and here the professional videos relating to events were seen desirable. The
mobile application should support easy and quick ways of searching events such
as user’s location and interests based filtering.
In the user test setup, portable profiles were created on PC, but they were used on
mobile. The profile service should support also mobile access to maintain the user
profile and the usage of portable profiles should be well integrated to the
application. Updating and maintaining the profile information should be easy to
users and it should support automatically updating and learning profiles.
Users would accept advertisements when a user has indicated that he or she will
attend an event and the advertisements are closely related to this event. Event
related promotional stuff was seen relevant also after the user has attended the
event. Alerts of interesting events were welcomed and here the user’s interest
profile can be utilised. Users would like to be in control whether they will get
advertisements and what kind of advertisements they will get.
As a recommendation, the application should consist of following features:
up-to-date content covering all events from different event databases
light and fast mobile version
support for different platforms concentrating to opportunities and
strengths of each platforms in different use scenarios relating to events
the events where the user’s friends are planning to attend
location based search
personalized search based on user’s interests
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all additional information of the event behind a push-button including
advertisements and offers from third parties as well as ticketing
functionality to allow third parties to send advertisements about their
products and services around the event
alerting services about events that the user has indicated interest in.
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